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Abstract 
The generation of neutrons in a coaxial vacuum diode with laser-plasma source of deuteron on anode and outer hollow 
cylindrical cathode is investigated. The experiments were carried out at accelerating voltages in the diode gap of UA ื 280 kV for 
two configurations of the electrode system: the cathode made from magnetic NdFeB compound material, providing suppression 
of electrons stray currents in the accelerating gap, and an aluminum A1 cathode. For the magnetic field inductance on the axis of 
the NdFeB cathode about B ป 0.4 on the D(d, n)3He reaction the maximum neutron output in the total solid angle Q = 5×107 
neutrons per pulse was received. The absence of magnetic insulation reduced the accelerating voltage on the diode gap and the 
neutrons output. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the National Research Nuclear University MEPhI (Moscow Engineering 
Physics Institute)  
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1. Introduction 
The small-sized pulse neutron generators (PNG) on the base of vacuum and gas-filled accelerating diodes are 
successfully used for neutron logging of oil & gas and ore wells, neutron activation analysis, inspection technologies 
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Fig. 2. The characteristic waveforms of accelerating voltage
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4. Neutron measurements 
Research of the neutron output in total solid 
from TiD with the use of nuclear reaction D(d,
Maximum neutron output Qdd exceeded 107 neu
 
Fig. 3. Dependence of neutron output Qdd  per pulse from n
aluminum alloy DT 16. 
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between acceleration modes with and without m
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5. Conclusion and discussion  
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